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Abstract. The emergence of powerful, full-featured and small form-
factor mobile devices enables rich services to be offered to it’s users.
As the mobile user interacts with multiple administrative domains, he
acquires various attributes. In such dynamic usage scenarios, attributes
from one domain are interpreted and used in another domain. This mo-
tivates the need for dynamic authorization at the time of interaction. In
this paper, we investigate the requirements of multi-domain interactions
and explore a new paradigm for modeling these requirements using the
UCON model for Usage Control [5]. We propose extensions to UCON in
order to accommodate dynamic authorizations requirements.
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1 Introduction

The advent of small form-factor, high performance computing devices and high
bandwidth ubiquitous networks is enabling users to be connected anytime, any-
where with access to rich services. As users become increasingly mobile, they
transcend multiple security domains1. Context acquired in one domain can be
interpreted and used at other domains for access decisions. Our objective in this
paper is to investigate dynamic requirements for multi-domain interactions and
explore a new paradigm for modeling these properties. Traditional attribute-
based access control models have two major limitations: a. In a single domain
setting, attributes are typically pre-defined. b. In a multi-domain setting, such
models require extensive a-priori agreement of attribute semantics across these
systems. We use the term Dynamic Authorization in this paper to collectively
refer to the components required for supporting just-in-time authorization.

2 Characteristics of Multi-domain Interactions

In this section, we identify some of the desirable characteristics for user inter-
actions with multi-domain systems using a concrete example. Alice walks into a
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Fig. 1. Coffee Shop Example

Coffee Shop (CS) and engages in a transaction worth $100. As an appreciation,
the CS provides a ‘credit’ worth $10. This ‘credit’ could be used at various other
stores like the Bookstore (BS). Alice later uses this ‘credit’ towards purchasing
a book at the BS. Fig. 1 illustrates this scenario. In this example, ‘credit’ is the
context acquired by Alice from the CS and this affects access decision at the BS.
We now identify three key characteristics of multi-domain interactions:

1. Multi-domain interactions: Subjects and Objects interact with multiple sys-
tems and this is a key characteristic in mobile commerce. E.g. Alice interacts
with the CS and the BS which are administratively different domains.

2. Information could be dynamic and transcend systems: Due to mobility, in-
formation or context may move from one system to another and could affect
access decisions at other systems. E.g. Alice obtained a ‘credit’ from the CS
system and used it to purchase a book from the BS system.

3. No prior configuration: In order to interpret information across multiple
domains, systems may have to exchange semantics of this information. But
in mobile scenarios, information may be dynamically created and hence a-
priori agreement of semantics is not desirable. It must be interpreted at
authorization time. E.g. The CS issued ‘credit’ to Alice. The following day,
CS may issue ‘coupon’ which may be semantically different from ‘credit’.
Further, the following characteristics are also desirable:

3 New Modeling Paradigm for Dynamic Authorization

Our new paradigm is to propose modeling requirements for the three key charac-
teristics discussed earlier: 1. Multi-domain interactions, 2. Information could be
dynamic and transcend systems, 3. No prior configuration. We believe that these
three characteristics are missing from current approaches to dynamic authoriza-
tion. Characteristics 1 and 2 brings in a notion of “Multi-Domain Attributes”
which are attributes that need to be interpreted across multiple domains. Char-
acteristic 3 brings in a notion of “Dynamic Attributes” which are created dynam-
ically and are not pre-defined. In the coffee shop scenario, the ‘credit’ attribute
was dynamically created by the coffee shop just for that day when Alice inter-
acted with the system. Hence the bookstore cannot write authorization policies
to use ‘credit’ ahead of time. The bookstore needs to interpret the semantics of
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‘credit’ just when Alice uses it to buy a book. Here ‘credit’ is also an attribute
that can be used at multiple domains (CS and BS). Thus it is a Dynamic,
Multi-domain attribute. Note that Dynamic Attributes are new-born attributes
(name-value) as opposed to the notion of attribute value changing dynamically.

4 The Extended UCONABC Model

We now examine the major components of the UCON model: attributes, oblig-
ations, conditions and authorizations. [5] discusses the UCON model in great
detail. Fig. 2 shows an extended UCON model or EUCON that accommodates
multi-domain interactions. In the following subsections, we explore each of the
EUCON components in detail to support dynamic authorization.

4.1 EUCON Attributes

In UCON, attributes are properties of subjects and objects which are used for
usage decisions. We now investigate and classify EUCON attributes.

We can classify attributes based on time at which an attribute is defined:

Pre-defined Attributes : These are similar to the conventional notion of attributes.
The semantics of these attributes are pre-defined by the administrator.

Dynamic Attributes : These are attributes that are defined just-in-time. E.g. The
CS system might define new incentives like ‘credit’ at different times on different
days dynamically. For instance, the CS could create a ‘coupon’ attribute on the
following day which has a different meaning than a dollar value like ‘credit’.

We can also classify attributes based on scope as follows:

Local Attributes : These are attributes whose semantics can be interpreted only
within the domain where it was defined. It has no meaning or visibility anywhere
outside the system in which it is defined. E.g. The CS system may have a Local
Attribute called ‘id’ which may have no meaning outside the CS system.

Multi-domain Attributes: Multi-domain Attributes are attributes whose seman-
tics can be interpreted across multiple domains. E.g. The book store was able
to interpret the semantics of ‘credit’ that was issued by CS.

This classification gives us four possible combinations as follows:

Pre-defined Local Attributes (PLA): PLA’s are exactly the same as how cur-
rent attribute-based models (including UCON) define attributes. Traditionally,
PLA’s have served the purpose of access control in a single system (or domain).

Pre-defined Multi-domain Attributes (PMA): Current approaches to access con-
trol in distributed systems have the notion of PMA’s. This involves prior agree-
ment of attribute semantics across all the domains a-priori. As discussed earlier,
this is clearly not flexible and is not suitable for dynamic scenarios.

Dynamic Local Attributes (DLA): DLA’s allow systems to dynamically create
attributes interpretable within the same system. Typically such an action is
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deemed as an administrative task. However, we believe emerging next-generation
applications (like context-aware applications) would demand DLA’s. In the coffee
shop scenario, on a different day CS may create a new ‘discount’ attribute that
could be used by Alice in the coffee shop itself in the future. This ‘discount’ may
not exist all the time. Note that DLA’s may or may not be persistent.

Dynamic Multi-domain Attributes (DMA): DMA is fundamentally a new ap-
proach to modeling emerging usage scenarios. As discussed earlier, systems may
define attributes dynamically that needs to be interpreted at multiple domains.
This requires authorization policies to be created dynamically. In the coffee shop
scenario, a new attribute called ‘credit’ was dynamically created at some time
and Alice received it. Further, Alice was able to use this attribute at the book-
store. The bookstore dynamically interpreted the semantics of ‘credit’ by in-
teracting with the coffee shop and authorized purchasing a book with ‘credit’.
DMA could apply to both subjects and objects. In the coffee shop scenario, it is
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Fig. 2. Extended UCON Components

clear that ‘credit’ is the DMA of a subject (Alice). Here is another scenario to
appreciate the generality of DMA’s for subjects:

Airport Security: In airport scenario, a passenger interacts with multiple sys-
tems. Further each system (security, shops, airlines, etc.) may define their own
attributes dynamically. For example, suppose that the security check-in system
in an airport and the airline systems are multi-domain systems with no a-priori
configuration. When Alice checks-in through the security system, she obtains
a DMA called “cleared=true”. This DMA could then be used by Alice at the
airline’s boarding system to board the airplane.

Following is an example of DMA’s for objects:

Airport Security: Following the airport security example discussed for subjects,
when Alice checks in at airport security, all the objects that she carries (e.g.
luggage, laptop, etc.) could obtain a DMA “cleared=true”. Alice can use this
DMA at the airline system in order to board the flight with her objects.
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4.2 EUCON Authorizations

In UCON, the authorization component contains rules based on subject and ob-
ject attributes. We discussed that attributes could be classified into four different
categories. Because authorization involves constructing rules based on subject
and object attributes, we have a similar notion for EUCON authorizations:

Pre-defined Local Authorization: Current UCON’s authorization would fall un-
der this category. These rules have served the needs of traditional systems.

Pre-defined Multi-domain Authorization: This involves constructing rules based
on Pre-defined Multi-domain Attributes. Current approaches to authorization
in multi-domain systems take this approach. Attributes are pre-defined and au-
thorization rules are constructed at multiple domains based on these attributes.

Dynamic Local Authorization: This involves constructing rules based on Dy-
namic Local Attributes. In the coffee shop scenario, a dynamic local authoriza-
tion rule could be constructed so that subjects (e.g. Alice) who obtained ‘credit’
cannot obtain another incentive say ‘coupon’ at the same time.

Dynamic Multi-domain Authorization: This involves constructing dynamic au-
thorization rules by interpreting Dynamic Multi-domain Attributes. E.g. The
bookstore needs to interpret ‘credit’ dynamically and construct dynamic multi-
domain authorization rules. Exactly how such policies are constructed is an
enforcement level issue and restrictions should not be made in the policy model.

4.3 EUCON Obligations and Conditions

In UCON, obligations are actions a subject needs to perform before an access
can be granted. For example, a subject may be obligated to ‘agree’ to a license
before an object can be accessed. In UCON, conditions are system level factors
that need to hold for access to be granted. For example, a server’s load should
be below a threshold value in order to accept new client connections.

Similar to attributes, in EUCON we can classify both obligations and condi-
tions as: Pre-defined Local, Pre-defined Multi-domain, Dynamic Local, Dynamic
Multi-domain. Pre-defined local and dynamic local obligations and conditions
are similar to their attribute counter-parts. We discuss the other two below:

Pre-defined Multi-domain Obligations (and conditions): These are pre-defined
obligations (and conditions) interpretable across multiple systems. Note that
these are obligations (and conditions) on using Multi-domain Attributes.

Dynamic Multi-domain Obligations: These are obligations defined dynamically
and are interpreted at multiple systems at authorization time. Again note that
these are obligations on using Multi-domain Attributes at different systems. E.g.
Suppose that there are two coffee shops: the coffee shop that issued ‘credit’ –
CS and a coffee shop located within the book store – CS@BS. When Alice uses
her ‘credit’ at BS, there could be an obligation that Alice needs to engage in a
transaction with the CS@BS before ‘credit’ could be used at the BS.
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Dynamic Multi-domain Conditions: These are conditions on using Multi-
domain Attributes at different systems. Following Dynamic Multi-domain Oblig-
ations, say that Alice fulfills her obligation. The BS could then dynamically dis-
cover a condition on using ‘credit’ that current ‘credit’ usage on all coffee shop
systems has not exceeded $1000 and the ‘credit’ expires on 05-25-2007.

5 Related Work

Many related work exists in the arena of dynamic authorization ([2], [1], [4],
[6], [3]). We only discuss two of them here. In [1], a Contextual Attribute-Based
Access Control model is proposed. The authors define Transaction Attributes
(TA) as attributes that a subject obtains as part of a transaction. These TA’s
would fall under our Pre-defined Multi-domain category. In [2], the authors iden-
tify requirements for access control in open environments similar to ours. They
survey extensions that have been proposed in general in different access control
models. However our modeling paradigm of creating and interpreting attributes
dynamically across multiple systems is substantially different.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we explored a new paradigm for modeling dynamic authorizations
in multi-domain systems. Current access control models including UCON pre-
define their components and we demonstrated with compelling usage scenarios
that such static definitions would not serve the needs of mobile and dynamic
multi-domain interactions. We proposed extensions to the UCON model to ex-
press dynamic authorization policies. A formal EUCON model for multi-domain
interactions needs to be specified. Enforcement and Implementation models sup-
porting dynamic authorization need to be studied.
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